Background. We attempted to explore the molecular mechanism underlying PHY906 intervention of colon cancer. Methods. The microarray data of tumors treated by PHY906 and PBS alone were downloaded from the public Gene Expression Omnibus database. The dataset was further analyzed for the differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and their related biological functions were analyzed, followed by function and pathways. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was constructed and the significant nodes were screened by network centralities and then the significant modules analysis. Besides, they were clustered and transcriptional factors (TFs) were predicted. Results. The gene expression patterns changed induced by PHY906 treatment, including 414 upregulated and 337 downregulated DEGs. The biological process of response to steroid hormone stimulus and regulation of interferon-gamma production were significantly enriched by DEGs. Ezh2 (enhancer of zeste 2) was found to be the key node in PPI network. There are 12 significant TFs predicted for module 1 genes and 3 TFs for module 2 genes. Conclusions. PHY906 treatment may function in protecting the epithelial barrier against tumor cell invasion by modulating IFN-level and mediating cancer cell death by activating the response to steroid hormone stimulus and activating the response to steroid hormone stimulus. E2f1, Hsfy2, and Nfyb may be therapeutic targets for colon cancer. PHY906 showed treatment efficacy in modulating cell apoptosis by intervening interferongamma production and response to steroid hormone stimulus. Ezh2 and its TFs such as E2f1, Hsfy2, and Nfyb may be the potential therapeutic targets for anticancer agents development.
Background
Colon cancer is the common tumor derived from gastrointestinal systems, which has affected 1.4 million new cases in 2012 and results in 694,000 deaths globally [1] . It has been proposed to be the third most common cancer of all cases and the second most common cause of cancer related deaths [2] . The standard treatment used for colon cancer is the combination of surgery, chemotherapy, or radiation therapy [3] . The survival rate for cases after treatment is poor, which may be attributed to the treatment-related toxicity. The traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) as the adjuvant treatment plays a critical role in decreasing the complications of chemotherapy and radiation therapy in colon cancer patients [3] .
PHY906 is a TCM prepared from four medical herbs, such as Glycyrrhiza uralensis Fisch. (G), Paeonia lactiflora Pall. (P), Scutellaria baicalensis Georgi (S), and Ziziphus jujuba Mill. (Z). It has been widely used for treating gastrointestinal symptoms in Eastern countries for about 1800 years [4] . In recent years, the four-herb TCM has been suggested to be used for cancer therapy for its potent anticancer properties [5] . It plays a modulator role in gastrointestinal toxicity induced by the chemotherapeutic drug irinotecan (CPT-11) of patients with colorectal cancer [6] . However, the mechanism underlying the antitumor modulation of PHY906 in chemotherapy has not been suggested clearly.
Currently, microarray technology has been widely applied to elucidate the tumor progression in different conditions. Wang et al. developed the microarray data of mice 2 Evidence-Based Complementary and Alternative Medicine bearing colon tumor following treatment with PHY906 plus CPT-11 and suggested that the combination of PHY906 and CPT-11 created a unique response in colon tumors [7] .
In order to explore the potential mechanism of PHY906 in treating colon tumors, we reanalyzed the published microarray data of colon tumor treated with PHY906 and PBS (Phosphate Buffered Saline) individually. The differentially expressed genes (DEGs) induced by PHY906 intervention were identified and then the DEGs related function and pathways were analyzed.
Materials and Methods

Microarray Data Acquisition.
In order to evaluate the effect of PHY906 on colon cancer, we mined the gene expression data from fully public GEO database. The microarray data with the series number GSE25192 were downloaded from GEO database, which was contributed by Wang et al. [7] . The microarray data included 32 colon tumor samples from tumor-bearing mice treated with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS) ( = 10), PHY-906 ( = 9), CPT-1 ( = 10), and the combination of PHY-906 and CPT-1 ( = 9). In order to explore the therapeutic effect of PHY-906, we only selected the dataset of 9 samples of BDF-1 mice bearing colon 38 tumors treated with PHY906 and 10 tumor samples of those treated with PBS as controls for further analysis. The raw data were downloaded based on the platform of CCDTM Mm-CCDTM36k (derived from GPL5960).
Data Preprocessing and DEG Analysis.
The raw file data (in gpr format) were preprocessed in limma package [8] , including background correction, expression normalization, and microarray data condensation. Then, the DEGs in PHY906 treated samples compared with PBS samples were analyzed. values for DEGs were calculated with nonpaired -test with the application of limma package. For DEGs identification, the cutoff value was set at < 0.05 and |log 2 FC(fold change)| ≥ 0.58.
Function Enrichment Analysis.
The gene sets that share the common biological function and pathways can be analyzed by DAVID online tool [9] . In the present study, the up-and downregulated DEGs were subjected to function enrichment analysis, respectively. The count ≥ 2 and value < 0.05 were set as the cutoff value.
Protein-Protein Interaction Network and Significant Nodes
Analysis. The protein-protein interactions (PPIs) were predicted based on the information deposited in STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins) database [10] . The protein pairs collection was based on the evidence of neighborhood, gene fusion, cooccurrence, coexpression experiments, databases, and text mining. The gene sets with differential expression were submitted to STRING online tool. The species was set as Mus and PPI score (medium confidence) as 0.4. The PPI network comprised of DEG nodes was visualized by Cytoscape software.
The essential nodes within PPI network were analyzed based on 3 network centralities, such as degree centrality [11] , betweenness centrality [12] , and subgraph centrality [13] . The multiple centrality measures were conducted by CytoNCA plugin [14] . Degree and subgraph were calculated to evaluate the significance of network nodes. In addition, the betweenness was obtained to measure the influence of a node on the spread of information throughout the network.
Module Analysis.
The gene sets in the modules of network generally share the common biological process. The significant modules in PPI network were analyzed by hierarchical cluster analysis with the application of ClusterONE [15] and the KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes) pathways for module genes were annotated. The modules with < 2.0 − 6 were considered as significant.
Prediction of Transcription Factors for Module Genes.
The TFs that played a regulatory role in module were predicted by iRegulon Cytoscape plugin [16] . The TF-target gene interactions were collected from Transfac, Jaspar, Encode, Swissregulon, and Homer database. The significant TFs were analyzed based on the TF binding motif enrichment analysis. The parameters were set as follows: minimum identity between orthologous genes: 0.05 and maximum false discovery rate on motif similarity: 0.001. Finally, the Normalized Enrichment Score (NES) was output. TF-target gene pairs with NES > 5 were selected and visualized in PPI network modules.
Results
DEGs Identification.
Total 751 DEGs were identified in PHY906 treated colon tumor tissues, including 414 up-and 337 downregulated DEGs. As shown in Figure 1 , volcano plot illustrates that the expression patterns of genes are altered in tumors after PHY906 treatment compared with PBS treatment.
Function Enrichment Results.
The DEGs were enriched in 3 GO Categories, such as biological process (BP), cellar component (CC), and molecular function (MF) ( Table 1 ). The upregulated DEGs were closely related to response to steroid hormone stimulus related BP, proteinaceous extracellular matrix related CC, and di-and trivalent inorganic cation transmembrane transporter activity related MF. The downregulated genes were significantly enriched in regulation of interferon-gamma production (BP), cell fraction (CC), and cation:amino acid symporter activity (MF). The significant pathway for downregulated DEGs was tryptophan metabolism, while there was no pathway enriched by upregulated DEGs.
PPI Network and Significant Nodes.
Based on the protein interactions corresponding to DEGs, the PPI network was constructed, which was comprised of 365 DEGs and 1005 protein pairs (Figure 2) . Then, the key nodes in PPI network were analyzed by degree, betweenness, and subgraph centrality. As shown in Table 2 , Acly (ATP citrate lyase), Rhoa (ras homolog family member A), Erbb3 (erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 3), Ezh2 (enhancer of zeste 2), and Rps27a (ribosomal protein S27a) are the common key nodes according to both degree and betweenness. Olfr20 (olfactory receptor 20) and Olfr1022 (olfactory receptor 1022) are the significant nodes with high scores based on subgraph and degree.
Modules and TFs.
After cluster analysis, 2 significant modules were screened. Function enrichment analysis showed that the module 1 genes were closely related to sensory perception of smell, sensory perception of chemical stimulus related biological process, olfactory receptor activity related MF, and olfactory transduction pathway. The module 2 genes were significantly enriched in cell cycle and DNA replication related BP and pathways (Table 3 ). 
Discussion
PHY906, as one of the traditional Chinese herbal formulations, possesses the advantage in decreasing the side effect and complications following chemo-and radiotherapies [17] . PHY906 has been commonly used as the adjuvant agent for treatment of various cancers, especially for colon cancer. The understanding of the role of PHY906 in colon cancer treatment is insufficient from current knowledge. In order to provide novel insight to understand the molecular mechanism of PHY906 in treating colon cancer, the microarray data from the colon tumors treated with PHY906 alone were further analyzed.
Our data demonstrated that the PHY906 administration induced significant alterations in gene expression levels of colon tumors comparable to PBS treatment. In the presents study, total 751 DEGs were screened out in PHY906 treated tumors including 414 upregulated DEGs and 337 downregulated ones. Function analysis showed the regulation of interferon-gamma production and response to steroid hormone stimulus were dysregulated in PHY906 treated tumors.
The biological process of regulation of interferongamma (IFN-) production is significantly enriched by downregulated genes. It has been reported that IFN-affects the barrier function of epithelial monolayers [18] . The concentration dependent experiment has shown that IFN in high concentration diminishes the monolayer resistance by increasing the tight junction permeability [18] . IFN-has been found to affect the actin distribution and tight junction permeability is affected by cytoskeletal rearrangements [19] . IFN-may decrease the epithelial barrier function by rearranging cytoskeletal actin. It is in line with our finding that the actin cytoskeleton was activated by upregulated genes in PHY906 treated colon tumors. Our work also found that IFN-production was decreased by involvement with downregulated genes, which could illustrate that PHY906 In this paper, response to steroid hormone stimulus was significantly enriched by upregulated genes. Steroid hormone is suggested to be a major regulator in cell apoptosis [20] . Previous data has indicated that antiprogestins initiate terminal differentiation and contribute to cell death in breast cancer cells [21] . A line of evidence also shows that apoptosis plays a critical role in tumor cells response to the therapy of cancer [22] . The apoptotic response is determined by the response of tumor cells to the susceptibility of antitumor therapies such as radiation and chemotherapy [23] . The heterogeneity of antitumor drug susceptibility is well correlated with genetic and hormonal regulation and the apoptotic response is initiated by various hormone stimuli [20] . Our work suggested that steroid hormone stimulus was upregulated in PHY906 treated tumor tissues and we speculated that PHY906 induced cancer cell death by activating the response to steroid hormone stimulus.
The original paper suggested that PHY906 directly modulated the cancer cell survival in cell cycle and apoptosis in tumor cells, which is similar to our findings. PPI network analysis also showed that the genes in module 2 were closely related to cell cycle and genes in module 1 were significantly enriched in sensory perception of chemical stimulus. It is reported that PHY906 reduces chemotherapy-induced gastrointestinal toxicity in colon cancer treatment [4] . The cell cycle and sensory perception of chemical stimulus were altered in tumor tissues induced by PHY906, which further indicated that the PHY906 could mediate cancer cell death by modulating cell cycle and sensory perception of chemical stimulus.
Moreover, Ezh2 was found to be the key node in PPI network according to both degree and betweenness. Ezh2 was also clustered in module 2. A line of evidence showed that Ezh2 played key role in stimulating cell growth and proliferation in colon cancer [24] . The expression of Ezh2 is reported to be closely related to treatment response and prognosis of colon cancer patients [25] . Ezh2 has been proposed to be therapeutic target for colon cancer intervention [24] . Besides, Ezh2 is predicted to be regulated by the 3 TFs in module 2, such as E2f1, Hsfy2, and Nfyb. E2f1 is a proliferation promoting TF and has been found to be accumulated in colon cancer [26] . HSF family members have been found to play key roles in proteostasis of cancers [27] , while the role of Nfyb in colon cancer has been reported rarely. Thus, the TFs of E2f1, Hsfy2, and Nfyb may play key roles in colon cancer and the functions should be further studied.
Despite the significant findings in this paper, the microarray data analyzed were derived from murine colon tumor tissues. It is unknown whether the similar findings can be produced over human colon cancer tissues. It is a limitation in the present study and further analyses based on human samples are warranted in the near future.
In conclusion, PHY906 showed characteristic in controlling cell apoptosis by intervening interferon-gamma production and response to steroid hormone stimulus. The significant node of Ezh2 and its TFs such as E2f1, Hsfy2, and Nfyb may show the potential therapeutic effect on colon cancer. Our study may provide insights to understand the role of PHY906 in treating colon cancer and provide valuable information for novel anticancer agents development in the future. However, further studies are urgently needed.
